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Nematicity, where rotational symmetry is broken while translational symmetry is conserved, is prevalent in 
high-temperature superconductors. In particular, nematic quantum critical point has been universally found near 
the optimum doping of the superconducting dome of several iron-based superconductor families. In such a 
regime, evidence for strong nematic fluctuations have been observed. As the precursor to this order, nematic 
fluctuations emerge before nematicity, providing favorable ground to study how nematic order modifies the 
electronic structure in the absence of structural distortion. Here we use spatially resolved angle-resolved 
photoemission spectroscopy to investigate the correlation between the onset of nematic fluctuations and 
electronic structure in an optimally doped BaFe2(As1−xPx )2 (x ∼ 0.3) superconductor. We reveal a strong 
spatially varying anisotropy of the Fermi surface on a length scale of tens of microns with strong correlation 
between the changes in the hole and electron Fermi pockets, consistent with the variations expected in the 
presence of fluctuating nematic order. These results provide direct evidence for spatial nematic fluctuations in 
the optimal doping regime of iron-based superconductors.

I. INTRODUCTION

In iron-based superconductors C4 symmetry is broken in
a number of forms, leading to a variety of phases. First, at
the structural transition temperature, the lattice is observed to
transition from a tetragonal to an orthorhombic phase with re-
duced rotational symmetry [1–3]. Second, neutron-scattering
experiments revealed a stripe antiferromagnetic order, where
magnetic moments align ferromagnetically along one direc-
tion and antiferromagnetically along the orthogonal direction.
Magnetic order is reported to occur at [4] or below the struc-
tural transition temperature [2,5]. Last, electronic nematicity
was revealed by an anomalously large in-plane resistivity
anisotropy [3], orbital anisotropy via angle-resolved photoe-
mission [6] and scanning tunneling microscopy [7]. Nematic
fluctuations appear to persist beyond the antiferromagnetism
(AFM) regime [8] in a large range of doping—from phospho-
rous [9,10] to electron-doped [3,6] and hole-doped [11] iron
arsenide superconductors. Such fluctuations are manifested in
the form of C4 symmetry breaking [12,13] as reported in mag-
netometry experiment [9] and optical experiments [10,14]. In
Sr1−xNaxFe2 As2, local structural orthorhombicity, a manifes-
tation of local C4 symmetry breaking, is observed not only
above the structural transition temperature but also in the reen-
trant tetragonal phase, suggesting that strong nematic fluctua-
tions, manifested in the form of local orthorhombicity, persists
even when long-range orthorhombicity is suppressed [15].
The proximity between nematic phase and superconductivity

also draws questions about the relationship between the
two. Intriguingly, large nematic susceptibility, an indicator
of strong nematic fluctuation, is observed across families of
iron-based superconductors [16,17] near optimal doping. The
prevalence of nematic fluctuations [3,9,10] and the associated
susceptibility near optimal doping suggests that nematic fluc-
tuations may play an important role in mediating supercon-
ductivity [16].

It is therefore fundamental to study the evolution of the
electronic structure in the presence of nematic fluctuations.
Evidence of electronic nematicity corresponding to the on-
set of resistivity anisotropy [2,11] has been reported. While
giving valuable insights to the problem, these experiments
were performed in the presence of uniaxial strain that detwins
the structural twin domains occurring in the nematic phase.
However, uniaxial strain itself breaks rotational symmetry
and extends the orthorhombic phase into the nematic fluc-
tuation regime [11], blurring the phase boundaries and thus
introducing ambiguity. On that note, one is uncertain whether
the observed symmetry breaking is spontaneous or induced.
Spatially resolved measurements, on the other hand, have the
advantage of resolving the local properties without requiring
any applied strain [10]. Although valuable, so far most of the
experiments have not directly interrogated the local electronic
structure. With evidence of prominent spatial variation in the
nematic fluctuation regime [10,15] in this family of iron-based
superconductors, a technique to probe the spatially varying
electronic structure of this system is needed.
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FIG. 1. Resistivity (a) and magnetic susceptibility (b) of the sample measured as a function of temperature.

In this paper, we use micro-angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (ARPES) to study the local electronic structure
of the iron pnictide superconductor, BaFe2(As1−xPx )2, with a
focus in the optimal regime where long range orthorhombicity
is suppressed and optimal superconductivity appears [9,10].
We reveal a strong spatial anisotropy of the electronic struc-
ture consistent with the variations expected in the presence
of nematicity [18]. Specifically we observe that the electron
and hole pockets are locally correlated and the local horizontal
elongation of one corresponds to the enlargement of the other.
The length scale of the observed variations (micron scale)
indicates strong nematic susceptibility, which is consistent
with the quantum critical behavior previously observed in
BaFe2(As1−xPx )2 [17,19].

II. METHODS

A. Sample Preparation and Characterization

Spatially resolved angle-resolved photoemission spec-
troscopy experiments were performed on an optimally doped
BaFe2(As1−xPx )2 sample. Single crystals were grown by a
self-flux method described in Ref. [20].

The doping of the sample is confirmed with resistivity
and magnetic susceptibility (Fig. 1b), which were measured
as functions of temperature and is consistent with previous
reports [17,21]. Susceptibility measurements were made on
cooling with a 1-T field in the a-b plane. A dc SQUID
magnetometer manufactured by Cryogenic Limited was used.
The step at 29 K in the resistivity curve and the magnetic

FIG. 2. (a) The spatially resolved ARPES experiment. (b) Schematic of the Brillouin zone. (c) Juxtaposition of two Fermi surfaces taken 
at two spatial positions with 100-eV photons. (d) Radial MDCs taken from the two positions and (e) the differences between two positions. (f) 
The extracted Fermi surface of the hole pockets at the two positions in (c).



FIG. 3. (a) The momentum second derivatives of the hole pockets measured in two positions with 120-eV photons. (b) Moments of hole
pockets taken with 120-eV light as a function of position. Beam spots are equally spaced along a straight line with 33-micron spacing. (c) The
relation between the horizontal and vertical moments.

susceptibility indicates the onset of superconductivity. The
resistivity above 29 K is a linear function of temperature
with no additional feature. The AFM transition is known
to manifest as discontinuities in the resistance temperature
or its first derivative [21]. We observed no such features.
Similarly, we observe no AFM features [21] in the magnetic
susceptibility curve. Neutron measurements further show that
at the doping of x = 0.3 and experimental temperature of 20K,
AFM does not exist [22].

B. Spatial resolved ARPES measurements

ARPES data were taken at Beam line 7.0.2 at the Ad-
vanced Light Source (ALS). Photon energies 100 and 120 eV,
corresponding to kz = π and kz = 0 were used. Unless oth-
erwise specified, all measurements were made at 20 K with
an energy resolution of 35 meV and momentum resolution
better than 0.005 Å−1 (0.006 π/a). A custom Scienta R4000
hemispherical electron analyzer with deflector mode was
used. Therefore, no sample rotation was needed for Fermi
surface mapping, ensuring that the beam stayed on the same
sample position. The beam spot size, which is also the spatial
resolution, was kept at 15 microns, similarly to the reported
domain size of iron-pnictides in the orthorhombic phase [23].
The light polarization and photon energy used in this work is
mostly sensitive to distinguishing the dyz and dxz characters
of the electronic structure, which is directly involved in the
symmetry breaking associated with electronic nematicity in
these materials [6,18,24,25].

III. SPATIAL RESOLVED ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the schematic of the experiment
and the hole pocket at Z and electron pocket at X over the first
Brillouin zone (black diamond). The schematic Fermi surface
is shown for reference in Fig. 2(b). As previously studied
[6,26], the well-defined orbital character of the different Fermi
surface sheets allows for selectively enhancing the contribu-
tions from different dyz, dxy, or dxz components with appropri-
ate light polarization and photon energy. Figure 2(c) shows the
experimental Fermi surface measured at two different spatial
positions on the sample with 100-eV photons (corresponding
to kz = π ), in agreement with previous results [26]. A quick
comparison between the two reveals an overall elongation of
the hole pocket size and a narrowing of the electron pocket,
moving from position 1 to position 2.

To extract the Fermi surfaces shown in Fig. 2(c), radial mo-
mentum distribution curve (MDC) peak positions are obtained
by Lorentzian fitting with a cubic background. The shift in
MDCs peak positions becomes more pronounced as the Fermi
surface angle � decreases [Figs. 2(d) and 2(e)], suggesting a
different degree of elongation of the hole pocket. This can
be seen in greater detail by the direct comparison of the
MDCs peak positions along the entire Fermi surface, shown
in Fig. 2(f). Such comparison reveals the overall elongation
of the hole pocket: The hole pocket radius at � = 0 varies
by approximately 0.03 π/a from one position to another
which is about 10% of the radius, with the largest deviations
along the Z-X direction (angles �30◦). Such evolution is
also supported by the difference spectra in Fig. 2(e) and

FIG. 4. (a) Electron pocket moments. (b) Relation between hori-
zontal and vertical moments of the electron pockets.



summarized in Fig. 2(f), where the fitted Fermi maps for
the two positions are shown. To estimate the uncertainty in
Fermi surface measurements, the fitting is repeated with a
linear background. The difference between the peak positions
produced by using the two background functions (linear and
cubic) were taken as the errors bars. Since such differences
are significantly larger than the errors reported by the fitting
routine, they serve as a conservative estimate of our sensitivity
to peak positions.

Similar observations are also made using 120-eV photons
(corresponding kz = 0). The Fermi surface second derivative
spectra shown in Fig. 3(a) clearly shows the difference be-
tween the two positions.

Figure 3(b) shows the variation of the hole pocket’s di-
ameter along the �-X and �-Y directions for a collection of
beam spots measured using 120-eV photons. The correlation

between the two are shown in Fig. 3(c). Each data point
corresponds to the pocket size at a beam spot. The location
of the Fermi momentum along the two directions is inferred
from the second moments, which are calculated by σα =√

[
∑

I (k)(kα − k0)2]/[
∑

I (k)] (α = x, y; k0: center of mass)
along two directions, kx and ky. Spectral moment analysis has
proven to be informative in superconducting systems [27].
Moment is adopted because it does not make any assumption
about the functional form of the MDCs taken from the hole
pocket. Also, in comparison to more advanced techniques,
such as curve fitting, moment requires fewer manual or dis-
cretionary parameters, thus providing more objective results.
Moreover, second moments are more sensitive to intensities
farther away from the center of mass than first moments. The
data show a clear anticorrelation between the moments along
kx and ky—as the hole pocket widens along kx, it shrinks along

FIG. 5. (a) Elongation of the hole pocket versus the vertical size of the electron pocket. Solid line indicates least absolute error fit. [(b) and 
(c)] Schematic illustrations of the two measured situations showing the correlation between the electron and hole pockets. [(d) and (e)] The 
schematic Fermi surfaces at orthogonal nematic domains with purple shading highlighting the region measured. (f) Orbital-dependent shift in 
nematic phase.



the ky and vice versa. The kx moment varies by 3% while the
ky moment varies by 5%.

The moments are evenly distributed across the ranges
of variation and our observations indicate that a bimodal
distribution, in which data points cluster into two groups,
is unlikely. This is also supported by the linear correlation
between the two moments shown in Fig. 3(c), revealing an
elliptical type of elongation of the hole pocket as a function of
spatial position. This indicates that the continuous variation
that we observe is unlikely to be the result of domains with
well-defined nematic strength, more in-line with spatially
varying nematic fluctuations.

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the electron pocket as a
function of position. The electron pocket is measured simul-
taneously at the same positions as the hole pockets shown in
Fig. 3. A similar procedure to the one used for the hole pock-
ets, is adopted to extract the moments of the electron pockets.
In contrast to the former, we find that the moments along
the �-X (kx) and �-Y (ky) directions for the electron pocket
covary—a larger moment along ky direction corresponds to a
larger moment along kx direction [as schematically illustrated
in the inset of Fig. 4(b)]. The variation in both direction is
around 5%, comparable to the variation observed for the hole
pocket.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

To understand our findings in a broader context, Fig. 5
presents the correlation between the hole and the electron
pockets. Figure 5(a) shows the elongation of the hole pocket
versus the vertical size of the electron pocket. More specif-
ically, the difference between the horizontal (σh,x) and the
vertical(σh,y) moments are taken and divided by their sum
( σh,x−σh,y

σh,x+σh,y
)as a measure of horizontal elongation of the hole

pocket. Horizontal elongation is plotted against the vertical
(ky) moment of the electron pocket. As one can see, more hor-
izontally elongated the hole pocket is, the larger the vertical
dimension of the electron pocket.

Figures 5(b) and 5(c) schematically summarize the findings
of our work, revealing a correlation between the elongation
of the electron and hole pockets. Specifically, a horizontal
elongated hole pocket corresponds to a larger electron pocket
[Fig. 5(b)], while a vertical elongated hole pocket corresponds
to a smaller electron pocket [Fig. 5(c)].

The presence of such correlation is a manifestation of elec-
tronic nematicity [13]. In the bulk nematic phase, depending
on the local domain captured by the beam spot, the s polarized
light used in this work is mainly measuring the contribution
of the dyz or dxz orbitals, which are directly involved in
nematic electronic anisotropy [28]. As the system transitions
into the bulk nematic phase, the Fe-Fe bond along orthogonal
directions become inequivalent [4,5].

Along the kx axis, the dyz orbital shifts up near the X
point [18] and shifts down near the � point as observed in
FeSe [29,30] and parent compound BaFe2As2 [31] [Fig. 5(f)].
As a result, the hole pocket will shrink along kx and the
electron pocket near the X point will shrink along ky as
well. As illustrated in Fig. 5(d), the portion of the electron
pocket away from the kx axis has a dyz character which is
selected by s-polarized light. Therefore, a widened electron

pocket along ky direction is expected as the entire pocket
expands. In an orthogonal domains, as in Fig. 5(e), kx and
ky axes are rotated by 90◦ while dxz and dyz orbitals switch
places. As a result, features around the ky axis are measured
while dxz orbitals are selected by s-polarized light with the
given experimental geometry. The dxz bands shift in opposite
directions as the dyz bands —they shift up near � and down
near Y [Fig. 5(f)]. The resemblance between the two observed
extrema [Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)] and anisotropy originated in
nematicity Figs. 5(d) and 5(e)] suggests that the observed
variations are related to nematicity. The rather continuous
spread in various correlations points to a fluctuation nature
of the observations.

We note that spatial variation in the elongation of the
hole pocket suggests that C4 symmetry is locally broken in a
spatially varying manner. Previous works predicted changes in
the hole pocket geometry occurs when C4 symmetry is broken
[32,33]. High-resolution ARPES work indicated that the hole
pocket elongates in the presence of nematicity [6,25,28,34].
Our observations on the correlation between hole pocket
elongation and electron pocket vertical size is similar to
the reported sign changing nematicity-induced modification
on the electronic structure [18], proposing a link between
the observed spatial variation and nematicitic fluctuations.
The fact that all measurements were made outside the bulk
nematic regime suggests the fluctuating nature of the observed
variation.

Finally, we note that our observations are inconsistent with
a spatially varying phosphorus doping scenario. At 120 eV,
as phosphorus content increases, one expects the hole pocket
to be less horizontally elongated and the electron pocket to
enlarge [26]. In contrast, our data show that the more hori-
zontally elongated the hole pocket is, the larger is the electron
pocket size. With this inconsistency between our observations

FIG. 6. Electronic dispersion along the Y-�-Y direction taken
from the two positions measured with 120-eV photons.



and the phosphorus doping scenario, we find spatially varying
phosphorus content an unlikely explanation.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we report presence of real space variation
in the electronic structure in the presence of nematic fluc-
tuation. This demonstrates a strong correlation between the
two as previously predicted [8,32,33]. In general, these results
show that micron scale ARPES can be used as an effective
tool in characterizing the way nematic fluctuation appears
as spatial variations of electronic structure. Further doping
and temperature-dependent studies are needed to provide a
comprehensive picture of the interplay between nematic fluc-
tuations and superconductivity.
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APPENDIX: MOMENT MEASUREMENTS

Moments were adopted for a few reasons. First, in contrast
to curve fitting, no assumptions about the functional form

FIG. 7. (a) The relation between vertical MDC peak separation and the vertical moment of the electron pocket. (b) The relation between
MDC peak separation and the vertical moment of the hole pocket. (c) Vertical MDC peak separation versus

σh,x−δh,y

σh,x+δh,y
. (d) Vertical moment of

the electron pocket versus
σh,x−σh,y

σh,x+σh,y
.



of the spectra is made. Also, fewer manual parameters are
needed, reducing subjectivity. Second, unlike peak finding
procedures, no smoothing is required. In data taken with
120-eV light, the MDCs of the hole pocket along the kx

direction often do not show a clear two peak feature while kx

MDCs taken at the electron pocket is a single peak. Therefore
it is not possible to measure the MDC peak separations for all
positions along the kx direction for both pockets. To improve
statistics, moments are not taken with a single MDC. Instead,
there is a finite integration window. For hole pocket moments,
the integration width is 0.04

√
2 π

a . For electron pockets, the
integration widths are 0.3

√
2 π

a for vertical moments and
0.25

√
2 π

a for horizontal moments.
To illustrate the technique, in Fig. 6 two ky dispersions

corresponding to the positions are shown to be significantly
different. The bands on the left are further away from each
other than the ones on the right. MDCs are taken at Fermi

energy. The peak separation on the left is visually larger
than that on the right. Correspondingly, the moment extracted
from the left and right panels are 0.1184 ± 0.0005

√
2 π

a and
0.1125 ± 0.0005

√
2 π

a .
The ky moments are plotted against the ky MDC peak sep-

aration for the electron pocket [Fig. 7(a)] and the hole pocket
[Fig. 7(b)]. The moment measurements and the respective
peak separations are positively correlated. Using the peak sep-
arations extracted from ky MDCs, an alternative way ( σh,x−δh,y

σh,x+δh,y
)

is used to measure the degree of hole pocket elongation. As the
kx MDC peak separation cannot be extracted, the kx moment is
retained. Using this alternative, ( σh,x−δh,y

σh,x+δh,y
) positively correlates

with the ky MDC peak separation of the electron pocket, as
shown in Fig. 7(c), indicating that more horizontally elongated
is the hole pocket, vertically larger is the electron pocket. The
alternative is qualitatively consistent with results using only
moment measurements [Fig. 7(d)].
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